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Changing the Renewable Energy Landscape
in the Philippines

Jochen Staudter, more popularly known as Solar Joe,
has gained a significant following when he started his
Instagram account (@solarjoe.ph) as a place to educate
and advocate for solar energy in the Philippines. Here he
talks about how his passion for solar energy started and its
importance in the country’s energy landscape.

Is it not expensive to purchase a solar system?
Is it hard to maintain?

How do I start with installing a solar
system for my home?

It is an investment but highly attractive! A solar system costs as much as what

Contact a reliable and trustworthy solar company that offers turnkey solutions,

you would pay for your electricity in around 5 years. Isn’t it much smarter to

from engineering to installation to after sales. We at PHILERGY German Solar

produce your own free energy on your roof with your own energy asset? Our

would just need your average electric bill per month and your location to send

smallest German solar system saves already around P3,000 a month and its all-

you an initial solar quotation.

in price starts at around P200,000. Moreover, our German technology works fully
automatic for more than 20 years without maintenance costs.

It’s an easy, fast and worry-free process! Most solar systems for homes are installed within 1 day only.

With worsening climate change, will Philippine typhoons be a problem
for solar energy systems and its roof-mounted solar panels?
Our German solar systems are made of the highest quality and are typhoonproof in accordance with the Philippine wind code. Extensive warranties and
our reliable after-sales service ensure that even if damages occur, we fix them
immediately.

How did Solar Joe PH start?
My advocacy started back in Germany when I was just ten and my family installed

What do you think are the major roadblocks in fully implementing

solar for our house. I was fascinated by the technology that can convert energy

solar energy in the Philippines?

from the sun into electricity. Few years later, I started working in the industry,

First, educating the end-customer and influencers like architects, developers,

founded a solar company and actively advocated for solar and renewable energy.

construction companies and the like, about how effective and reliable the tech-

a lot stronger, I educate Filipinos about the benefits of solar while making high
quality German solar technology available to all Filipinos through my company
PHILERGY German Solar.

nology is. If influencers push the green technology, politics will follow more what
can lead to attractive incentives for end-customers. Second, it is about making
solar more accessible for everyone through attractive financing/leasing options
comparable to cars.

Why should the Philippines start a serious shift to renewable energies?
First, it’s always in everyone’s interests, whether it’s a home or a business, to save
money. We have one of the highest and fastest increasing electricity rates in Asia
and solar can reduce electricity costs remarkably.
Second, it benefits our environment by producing CO2-neutral energy: Just 15
sqm of solar panels can neutralize yearly CO2 emissions of 5,500 cars that drive
five kilometers every day.
Third, fossil energy sources have to be replaced because they’re expensive, finite
and dirty. Solar and other renewable energies are inevitable to make our energy
less expensive, to reduce dependencies from other countries, and to make our
energy cleaner.

Contact Solar Joe for a free solar consultation!
PHONE: (02) 638 8277

EMAIL: service@philergy.com
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Fast forward to moving here to the Philippines, a tropical country where sun is

